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1. rnTRODucTION
The following eight quantities enteJ:' the basic laws of

physics and are generally regard ed as the "fundamental
constants" (I follow Dyson's review (1] in this section).

1 ) c = .3. 1010 cm. se c,-1 , veloci ty of light

2) !1 = 1.05 ~ 10-27 er'g. s ec , Planck's constan t

3) e = 4.8.10-10 erg;1/2cm1/2, elemEmtary charge

4) ~= 1.6. 10-24 gram, III3.SS of the proton

5) 9 = 1.4.10-49 ers;. cm.3, Fermi's constan t of weak
interactions

6) G = 6.7.10-8 erg.cm.gram-2, cons1;ant of gravitation

7) H = 1.6.10-18 sec:-1, Hubble's coI1Stant ( 1/H~2.1010
years gi ves the Ilage " of the Uni "ere e)

8) p =:= 10-31 gram oCn:L-.3, mean density of mass in the

OnJ.verse.
'ftlis lis t is not extens:ive, of cours e. In particular, the
constants of strong int;era.ctions could be added to it.

The "cosmological" q[uantities H and .P , which refer to
the Universe as a wholei, vary as it e:xJ;>ands: they are dec.reas-
ing at the rate of abol.)Lt 5.10-11 yr-1 .On the other hand,
the "la"boratory" quantities 1 )-6 ) are generally believed to
be e.mctly constant. ~rilJ)e [2J and DiJ:'B.c [3] were the first
to noti,ce that this iEI no Inore than a hypothesis, requiring
ex pe ri~nt al co nf irIIB 1;i on .

I'd like to emphasi.ze that only those variatioI1S of funda-
.men tal cons tants whic:h change a t le~l8 t one dimeDSionless

re.tio of the dimensionaLl quantities ha're ph-Ysical meaning.
'ftle re as on is that onl~' such ratios do not d epend on the
choice of units and sta~dards.

From the diIIJleI1Siona]. quantities 1) .-8) five dimeI1Sionless
re. ti oS can be f orme d

1) oc. = e2/lic ';: 1,1137

2) fJ = (g~2c )/h.3 = 9. 10-6

.3) 1 =(G ~2)/'(hc) = 5.10-39

4) 8 = (H h) 1'(~C2 ) = ~0-4~

5) £ = (GP)/'H = 2.103.

Note that the inverse of S gi. ves b-1= 1042 which is the age
o:t the Universe me as tIred in "tempona'l' (atomic Units of time).
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According to the c:onventional view the ratios of the"la-
boratory" quantities ()(, ~ , and ( did not change their nu-
~ri.cal values durj.ng the 20 billion years since the
"Big Bang" .

The Conventional V'iew: «-J.pJ( = CODSt; , -t-1, 1-t-1.

Dirac [3} introdu.ced the "Numerological Principle" ( or
"The Large Ntmbers Hypothesis" (INH) ) which states that "all
very large dimensionless ntmbers which can be construct-
ed from the important natural cons tants of cosIOOlogy and
atomic theory are connected by simple Imthematical rela-
tions involving coefficients of the order of IIBy!itude
unity" [Jb] .For e.:xample, the large value of 1-1 could
prove compatible with the ntmerological principle if it
Ea proportional to cS-t and thus was time-depend en t.

The maj ority of the proposed versions of the possible
variation of constants is based on similar arguments. Three
of them are list ed b43low (s ee [1 , 3-5] ) .

Dirac ( 1937) : ~,PJ E =const.; 1 -t-1 , d ,wo t-1.

Teller (1948): JJ~: = const, cX..-1-ln(r1), l"'t-1, !J",""t-1.

Gamow ( 1967) : }I,,!, j~ = const, 0£, -t, O "" t-1.

These versions predi(~t the rate of variation of constants
at the present epoch about 10-'0- 10-fZyr-t .

2. EXPERIMENTAL LIMITS ON THE RATE OF VARIATION
OF "NUCLEA.R" <X)NSTANTS 1 }

Direct e:xperi~ntaJ. evidence comes either from astro-
physics or from geopl:lysics. As trop~sical da ta allow j udg-
~nt on the large-eca.le 1.miformity of physical laws in
space (at distances up,~to 15 billion light years ). Geo-
physical ones provide evidence on the absence of variation
of constants along tb.e world-line of the Earth since its
crust became solid (~~4.5 billion years ago).

The data on the absorption spectre. of the distant
quasars show that the numerical value of the dimensionless
quantity loc2.gp .Ine/m J is the same throug~ut the obser~
able Universe with thg accuracy of about 10- [8] .If one
as sumes the Friedman mod el, this limit restricts the poo-
si ble re. te of variation of cx, by ~ 10-14 yr-1.

The decay rate). of radioactive nuclide depends on
nuclear constants .For example, in the case of high Z aDd
small decay energy ~~ the} -decay rate ~..8 is highly
sensitive to the value of (X, .The estimate of the "sensi-
tivity II s gives [ 1 ]

k8 = ~ / = -(2Z +1 )(2 +-V 1~ cK:2 Z2.--" -:0
~J <i.

1) The limit-;;- of the po8sible change of the constant of

gravitation are discussed in [1,6 ,7,25] .

~
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For the transition 1~~Re ~ -1~~os (T1/2 ~40 billion years,
.6= 2.5 keV), this estmate gives 6=-2.104. Using the data

on the abundances of rhenium and osmium isotopes, pyson [1 J
obtained the followiD,g upper limit on the rates of vari-

ation of <X. aDd .8

(1912)Dyson

THE SENSITIVE INDICATORS
NUCLEAR CONSTANTS ~ .

3. NEUTRON RESONANC:ES AS

OF THE VARIATION OF

Several years .ago I: have noticed that because of the
shar pre sonanc es in i t; s ab so rp ti on c ro ss s ec ti on, the he avy
nucleus is a highly t;uned detector of neutrons .' Resonances
will shift along the energy' scale if there is ~ cbarige in
the nuclear potentiaJ. by analogy with the shift in the re-
ception frequency in an ordinary radio receiver when there
is a chaDge in the ~rameters of the resonance circuit (9].

' For the incident rJ.eutron the nucleus presents a potenti-

al well with the dep1;h about .Vo=50 MeV. At low neutron
energy the cross sec1;ion exhibits sharp resonances (l!i.ff.. 1) .
Their positions are Dleasured with the accuracy A~x11~ eV.
Thus , there are two energ;j scales: Vo and Atr!, .Ariy change
of Vo by A Vo would c:ause the shift of all nuclear levels
inclUding the levels of compound nucleus, i .e .neutron re-

sonances (Fig. 2) .
The dimensionless quantity entering this problem is

the ratio of the depth of the potential well Yo to the un-
ce rtainty in the resonanc e energ:j .t1e.rf .'L'hi s sugges ts
that variations of the basic nuclear parameters are
amplified in the ~~t of resonances by an eno~ous factor
s "' 10 10 .

Unfortunately , it seerrs very difficult to calculate
consistently the shift of a given neutron resonance caused
by the variation of l~he fundamental nuclear constants .
Here I shall use the f3implest assumption that neutron re-
sonances are shifted by AVo like single-particle levels in
a potential well. ~rhen the experimental evidence showing
that the shift of the resonances during the time period T
have not exceeded A I:.rp imposes the following limits on
the possible variatioJ) of the interaction constants.

Strong: \Vo/Voi ~: Ae:x:p/(VoT) = 2.10-8.llexp(eV)/T(yrs)

electroDl3.r;1etic: I ~ /{Xlf'-20 Ivo/V 01

weak: '1/11-5 .1061Vo/Vot .

I follow GamoW [58] in assuming that the vari~ ti on of the
stroDg interaction constants is adequately reproduced by the
change in the depth o:f the nuclear potential well.

~

If one assumes that p does nQt change with ti~ the 1;imit
tor cx. is: i c)(.-/cx.1 ~ 5. 10-15 yr-l
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The estimate for ~,/(X is resed on the equation of nucle-
ar compressibility Do] .For nuclei with A -150 the change
in the radius app~3.I'B to be 40 times less than the change
in ~ and the corres:po.ndipg shi.ft of the levels is 20 ti~s
less. The limit f'or IJ/..BI is obtained asBUmiDg that the
contribution of weak interactions tQ the nuclear binding
energy is of the o~i er of 2.1 0-.( [11,12] .

These estimates deInonstrate that if there existed a Precam-
brian physicist who could IOOasure the energies of the neutron
resonances about a bi:llion years ago with an accuracy about
10-2 eV then the limi.~s of the possible variation of the funda-
mental auclear cons ~ints could be improved by s everal ord ers
of magnitude. The stJriking discovery of the "Oklo natural
nuclear reactor" proves that such seemingly improbable
experiment bad been actually performed nearly 2 billion
years ago and the refJults had been reliably "recorded" in
the isotopic compositj.on of the elements in the reactor core .

THE QIa,Q4. PHENC> MENO N

.1

Oklo is the na~ of a locality in the Gabon Republic
{West Africa) where the open-pit uranium mine is situated.
About 1.8 billion yea,rs ago within a rich vein of uranium
ore "the natural react;or" wen t cri tical , consumed a portion
of its fuel am then shut do\'.aJ.. The total aIOOunt of energy
produced by the react;or is estimated as 1.5.104 megawatt
years which seeIIB tal be enough for a city like Budapest for
about a year. You now may have a question: how could it
appear that even in the design of nuclear reactors, which
is generally consider'ed to be one of the most 18pressive
achievements of scien.ce and technology of our century ,"the
mn was not an innovator but an unwitting imitator of
nature" [17] .

In fact, no natural reactor could operate toda.v with
w~ium containing onJy 0.72 pe~ent of the .tissUe isotope
~j~U. The ratio of 235U to -2j(jU, however, has not been
cons tant throughout the his tory of the mrth. The half -life
of 235U is about 700 million years, that of 238u about
4.6 billion years .Thus, 2 billion years ago the abundance
of 235U was about 3 percent (note that in the contemporary
powel'-produci.ng reactors uranium is enriched up to the
sa~ value) .In 1956 Kuroda (13] showed that at that
epoch uwer fa vourable cow itJ.ons ( i. e. concentration of
water must be high enough and that of strong absorbers of
neutrons low enough) the spontaneous nuclear chain reaction
could take place in rich uranium deposits. However, until
1972 no traces of a natural reactor bad been found.

In June,1972 the uranium slightly depleted in 235U was
first detected at the French uranium -enrichment plant.
The anomaly was traced through the numerous stages of the
manufacturing process right back to the ore-enriching plant
at ]Kk)unana near Franceville in Gabon. The original ore
with mean 235U abunda:c.ce 0.4-0.5 % was mined at Oklo. The
French Atomic mergy C!omissian (CEA) then initiated the in-
vestigation of this "O:k:.lo Phenomenon". The analysis of
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In the strong absorbers of :thezmal neutrons their large
capture cross sections are determined in .each case by
a single resonance which is occasionally located near zero
neutron energy. The cross section is given by the Breit-

-Wigner forImlla

(5' -9 .7f,;f.~ .-;-::---~2. .Il, ;;~.:T1- (E-Er)2. + ( r/2) .

Here 9 is the statis tical fac tor, E is the neutron energy'
and A is the corresponding wavelength, 1,; and ;; are the
partial elastic and capture widths, and r is the total
width of the resonance. The cross section changes sharply
when the resonance is shifted along the energy scale. Fig.
6 sbows this effect for the maxwellian-averaged (at kT =
= 0.025 eV) capture cross section of 149Sm. From the relati-
ve concentrations of samarium isotopes aDd the neutron flu-
ence independ en tly d et ermined at the same poin ts of the
reactor one can extract the value of the capture cross sec-
tion at the epoch of chain reaction. For example, R.Naudet
et al.,[14] , have measured the isotopic composition of
uranium, neodymium and sanarium in 50 samples and have
IIBnaged to determined the fluence 'II from U and Nd data reli-
ably for .36 of them. Then the cross section of 149Sm is

gi ven by the following, equation
-

N147 + N148 -~ .N2~2 .G' .

-N149- -r;;:;;- N2J5 149

denotes the final concentrations of samariumHere Hi



isotopes, N?35/N235 is the ratio of the average 235u concen-
tration dunng the period of the reaction to its final value,
Ji are the yields of 147, 149Sm from the fission of 235u
(J 148 is negligible) -

The analysis of samarium data for the same 36 samples
where tfI is known gives the value of 6' QKt'. "measured " 2
bi 11 io n yea re a go ff'..9

G'~~o = (55.::!: 8)-103 barn

the contemporary value being $¥ 60.103 barn (this value depends
on the spectrum of thermal neutrons, here I use the naxwel-
lian spectrum at T := 3O00K) .'laking into account two
standard errors we ob.tain [9a]

;~ .1 0- 3
(f1 :!:: eV.

expc

If one takes into account also the data for europium (which
are less precise! with three standard errors the result is (9bJ

!1 e xp ~

Note that the effect of such a small shift of resonances
upon the capture cross sections of uranium and neodimium is
negligible, so the fluence 'f is deteJ:mined reliably.

Yu. V. Fe trov [18] has pointed out 1;hat one could avoid
deteImining ~ if the relative concentrations of two
strong absorbers were available. In this case the absence
of a shift in the resonance of one absorber relative to the
other can be verified. directly.

The absence of an appreciable shift of near-threshold
resonances also follows qualitatively from the fact that
all the contemporary strong absorbers were strongly burnt
up in the Oklo reactor whereas the weak absorbers were
weakly burnt up[18]. In addition to the cadmium data (Fig. 5)
the results of the measurements of the concentration of
rare-earth elements relative to 143Nd in one of the Oklo
samples r20] are reproduced in Fig. 7. The dips in the
distribution correspond to strong absorbers : 149Sm, 151Eu,
155Gd and 157Gd. The burn-up depth, calculated using the
contemporery values of absorption cross section is in
excellent agreement with experiment, especially if we recall
that the neutron spectrum over which the cross section
bas to be averaged is not known well enough.

We therefore conclude once again that, over the 1.8 bil-
lion years since the o:peration of the- Oklo reactor, the
1:'esonances or, in other worns, the compound-nucleus levels,
have shifted by less than r /2 -50 .10-3 eV, i. e. the mean
rate of the shift did not exceed 3.10-11 eV /year. This is
by three orners of magnitude less than the experimental
limit on the rate of cbl3.nge in the transition enerRV in the

187decgy of Re. Unfor~telyJ at present there are no con-
sistent calculations that wo~d have connected the position of

~.."..-



each neutron resonance with the nuclear potential parameters
reliably. However. even the preliminary estima.tes of Sec.J
can be used to improve the limits obtained by other authors
substantially (Table 2) .These estilIates evidently rule
out a power law or a logarithmic asymptotic dependence of
the strong and electromagnetic interaction constants on
the lifetime of the Universe.

6. THE PROBABILITY OF AN OCASSIONAL COINCIDENCE

I have assumed above that the variation of nuclear
constants (if any) has been very small so that the shift of
re so nanc es wo ul d ha ve ap pe &' ed nIl ch 1 es s than t he ir a ve re ge
separetion. One could irmgine, however, a case in which
even after a considerable variation of the constants all
the strong absorbers would have remained strong. This
could occur if some other resonance appeared near the
threshold and dominated in the capture cross section. In
this section I shall 'estinate the probability of such a coin-
cidence using the recently developed statistical approach
to estirmting of the unknown the:rmal cross sections. (21]

For each nuclide one calculates the "expected" capture
cross section G'* using the average values of its
resoIJance param(ters. The universal distribution function

$ (Z) had been calculated using the generelly accept-
ed ~distribution laws for these parameters. It gives the
probability for the ratio of the actual cross section d,
to its expected value <5,/6';not to exceed z.

Table 3 which is taken from [23] gives the probability
for each strong absorber to rermin strong after a large
variation of constants. I assumed that its new cross sec-
tion will be at least half of its {)Id value. Those nucli-
des for which this probability is small appear to be
sensitive "indicators" of the variation of constants ( e. g.
113Cd aDd 157Gd). On the other hand 151Eu will remain
a strong absorber with the probability of about 0.3, thus
being rather useless in this respect. The product of the
values 1-S1 (s) for all nuclides gives for the probability
of a simul'taneous coincid ence the es tiIIBte p ,.., 4. 10-7. Note
that this estimate is rather conservative since if the
resonances have shifted considerably some weak absorbers
could have been strong ones 2 billion years ago , gi ving
rise to some mysterious isotopic anormlies at Oklo none
of which have been seen.

7- CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of the Oklo data provides a very strong
evidence in favour of the invariability of nuclear const-
ants- The shift of neutron resonances during the last 2
billion years does not exceed 50-10-3 eV or 3-10-11 eV/yr-
This is so far the roost precise limit aDd simple estiIIBtes

~



of the rate of variatio:n of the interaction constants shown
in Table 2 were cited on several occasions (see e.g. ~4-27J )
I nB.lst note, however, that these estimates should not be
taken too seriously. More accurate theoretical calculations
of the influence of the fundamental constants on the
parameters of the neut~Jn resonances are required.

On the o ther hand, Oklo is the o~ place on the Earth
where the variability o:t' Dllclear constants (if 8IJY) could be
detected. For this reason it would be very interesting to car-
ry out special measurements in order to improve the limit A~9.

However, at present all the available data support the
conventional view accoroing to which the values of const-
an ts ha ve not changed sinc e the "Big Bang" .How c ould
then the "lar&e Numbers" coincidences be explained ?
Zel'dovich [?8J has noted that within modern quantum
field theory spontaneous topology change can readily give
rise to large nlW1bers which are compa.rable to those
considered by Dirac. An alternative answer is suggested
by the so called "anthropi'c principle" [29-31] which states
that only those universes can ever become observable
where the "observers" can survive. The very possibility
of life appears relIBr~:ab~ sensitive to the numerical
values of p~sical constants. Following this line of
argument all "Large Numbers" can be derived without any
appeal to the variation of constants.

I t was a great honor for me to win the international
competition of young scientists in 1979 and to be invited
to Aro1fi(I. I would like to express here my deep gratitude
to V.A.Nazarenko and Yu.V.Petrov for their interest and

support.
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Figo2. Two energy scales in the nucleus:tne eV scale of
~tron resonances aDd KeY scale of the potential we~.
Solid lines Show actual positions of resonances and the
energy depeDdence of c~tnre cross section for 149Sm.
The ii~~~hed ones demonstrate the effect of the variation
of .m1Clear constants.



DisEosition of the acti ve zones in the Oklo reactor
08] : 1 -sandstone; 2 -bounc:lary of mined ore ; J -

sandstone wall; 4- floor of pit; 5- mined part of
reactor; 6 -explored JBrt of reactor; 7 -area to be
preserved for future studies..

Fig.3.
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149Sm capture cross section
Dl3.xwellian , spec trum of neutrons

when the resonances are shifted

The variation of the
(averaged over the
with kT = 0.025 eV)
by A [9a] .

Fi g. 6.
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Fig. 7.
Comparison of calculated (1) and measured (2) con-
centrations of fission products relative to the .
143Nd concentration for one of the Oklo samples.(20.J
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Table I..[18) The agreement of the isotopic distribution of Nd

with the f'ission yields. Fission products do not

contain 142Nd, so that its amount was used to determin(;

the concentration of natural neodimium in the ore, and

to introduce corrections for it.

Table 11. Comparison o~ upper bounds of the variation o~

nuclear cons tants

Estimates of Sec.3 at

are used
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